
CARD 54:   DISPEL
THE FEAR WITH OUR LADY’S

ONGOING MESSAGES

Trust in God’s Mercy, Love, and Divine Guidance!
FOLLOW GOD’S WILL BY GAZING AND LISTENING INTERNALLY!
A Call for Purification of the Heart to Walk with God Internally!

Card 53:  Unite Heaven and Earth:  Walk in Sync with God through Prayer and intuitions!

HAIL
MARY, 

Amen!
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WITH A
PURE AND
SIMPLE
HEART

FILLED WITH
LOVE FOR
YOU, I
DESIRE

BOUNDLESS
TRUST IN
YOUR

MERCY AND
LOVE, SO
THAT YOUR
INTERNAL
KINGDOM
MAY FORM
IN MY LIFE
AND THAT I
MAY LIVE

PROCEEDING
FROM YOU.
FILL ME

WITH LOVE
AND MERCY,
I DESIRE TO
WALK WITH
YOUR SON
TO HUMBLY
SERVE YOU.  

THE TENTH INSIGHT: HOLDING THE VISION BY JAMES REDFIELD
Part I:  Chapters 1–2 Synchronized with Mary’s Ongoing Messages

“DEAR CHILDREN: WITH A MOTHERLY HEART FILLED WITH LOVE FOR
YOU, MY CHILDREN, I DESIRE TO TEACH YOU COMPLETE TRUST IN GOD
THE FATHER. I DESIRE FOR YOU TO LEARN BY AN INTERNAL GAZE
AND INTERNAL LISTENING TO FOLLOW GOD’S WILL. I DESIRE FOR
YOU TO LEARN TO BOUNDLESSLY TRUST IN HIS MERCY AND HIS LOVE,
AS I ALWAYS TRUSTED.

Wil stopped abruptly, “Do you hear that hum?  It can be heard in the other dimension.  e
souls there are very disturbed about it!”  en they began to see images of Charlene in their
minds.  Wil said, “I think we can travel in the Afterlife dimension and look for her.  When we
pay attention, inspecting the details of the potential future we’re shown, purposely maintaining
the image in our minds, intentionally believing, then whatever we are imaging tends to happen
more readily—we bring on the coincidence. In the Afterlife you can make things happen just
by willing it, but it isn’t fulfilling.  e same is true on Earth, only things move at a slower rate.
Real fulfillment comes only when we tune into our inner direction, trusting in divine guidance.
Only then do we use our will to move toward the potential futures we received.  In this sense
we become cocreators with the divine source.  When we learn to use our visualization, we fall
into alignment with the Afterlife dimension, helping to unite Heaven and Earth (cards 46, 47).

en Wil instructed Redfield to re-create Charlene’s face in his mind.  Suddenly, he felt a
rush of energy, twisting him forward into a multicolored tunnel.  ey appeared completely
luminescent in a place that Wil said was an observation point, where souls come after death.
A consecrated group of souls appeared, shimmering in and out of focus, emananting a loving
and supportive energy.  Another soul materialized, who was in a state of shock, realizing he had
just died.  He began to delude himself by re-creating his office on Earth, pretending he was
not dead.  When the souls sent him love and information, the office gradually disappeared.  An
intense light appeared, but only the man could look directly at it.  It filled him with love and a
calm perspective as he could clearly see the life he had just lived and experienced his Life Review.

He was born John Donald Williams and had a doctorate in physics and had worked at the
Defense Department and now at a private energy corporation.  He had profound regrets about
his life, having pursued research of new technologies, failing to consider their danger.  He had
allowed his employers to feed him theories of unfamiliar physical principles without questioning
them because it led him to success.  en his mind shifted to a scene in the 19th century there
in the valley at a military outpost.  A consensus had been reached that there was no hope for
peace, war was inevitable with the Native Americans.  A white woman was trying to bring word
of a peace initiate with the Natives, but the general refused to see her, removing her at gunpoint.
ey were under pressure, having promised the region would be open for economic expansion
to the railroad and coal tycoons and newly emerging oil interest.  A war was necessary if the 
vision of the power brokers and their political allies was to be actualized. Williams, one of two
aides to the general, knew the woman should have been heard, but remained silent.  e other
aide, like the general and controllers, Feared the Natives because of their alienation from the
expanding industrial economy and because the elders remembered another vision of the future.

Williams’ mind shifted to the site of the battle.  e white woman was hiding in the rocks
with a congressional aide.  She knew her effort could have worked, repeating, “It can be healed!”
Two calvary men rode toward a Native, who Redfield recognized as the angry chief he had seen
in his mind when talking to David.  He shot an arrow and killed one of his pursuers, then the
other soldier stabbed him to death.  e white woman and aide were killed by bullets.  Williams
had failed his Birth Vision. He intended to meet the aide, who was to awaken and go find six
others, forming a group of seven to help resolve the Fear. Human culture was polarizing, giving
the controllers one last opportunity to seize power, to exploit new technologies.  Williams knew
the group of seven must come together, and if enough prayer groups formed and understood
the Fear, the polarization could be dispelled and the experiments in the valley ended.  �

PRAYER OF
COMMUNION

PRAYER TO
OUR INTERNAL
MOTHER

“THEREFORE MY CHILDREN: CLEANSE YOUR HEARTS: FREE YOURSELVES FROM
EVERYTHING THAT BINDS YOU TO ONLY WHAT IS EARTHLY AND PERMIT WHAT IS OF GOD TO
FORM YOUR LIFE BY YOUR SACRIFICE AND PRAYER, SO THAT GOD’S KINGDOM MAY BE IN

YOUR HEART, THAT YOU MAY BEGIN TO LIVE PROCEEDING FROM GOD THE FATHER, AND THAT YOU MAY
ALWAYS STRIVE TO WALK WITH MY SON. BUT FOR ALL OF THIS YOU MUST BE POOR IN SPIRIT (HUMBLE)
AND FILLED WITH LOVE AND MERCY.  YOU MUST HAVE PURE AND SIMPLE HEARTS AND ALWAYS BE READY
TO SERVE. MY CHILDREN, LISTEN TO ME, I SPEAK FOR YOUR SALVATION.  THANK YOU” (MED. 3/18/16).

Amen!

FULL OF
GRACE,
PRAY FOR
ME TO HAVE
BOUNDLESS
TRUST IN
THE FATHER
SO THAT HIS
INTERNAL
KINGDOM
MAY BE IN
MY HEART.
TEACH ME
TO LOOK
AND LISTEN
INTERNALLY,
SO I CAN
FOLLOW
HIS WILL.

INTERNAL
FATHER,

HOLY MARY,
MOTHER OF
JESUS, PRAY
FOR ME TO
BE FREE
FROM THE
THINGS THAT
BIND ME SO
THAT WITH A
PURE HEART
I MAY WALK
WITH HIM.

MARY IS CALLING THE WORLD TO THE INTERNAL KINGDOM OF GOD FROMMEDJUGORJE 
(CARDS 15, 31).  THIS CARD IS DIVINELY INSPIRED BY HER ANNUAL MESSAGE:  3/18/16.

SYNCHRONIZE
TO OCCUR AT THE 

SAME TIME; TO OPERATE
IN UNISON; TO CAUSE 

TO OPERATE WITH 
EXACT COINCIDENCE 
IN TIME; TO ARRANGE 
HISTORICAL EVENTS 
SO AS TO INDICATE

PARALLEL EXISTENCE, 
OCCURRENCE, OR 
DIVINE GUIDANCE!

MARY’S SPECIAL ANNUAL MESSAGE IS GIVEN TO THE VISIONARY
MIRJANA EVERY YEAR ON HER BIRTHDAY MARCH 18TH.  MIRJANA
GAZES AT OUR LADY AND LISTENS TO HER WHEN SHE APPEARS IN
MEDJUGORJE FROM THE AFTERLIFE, SLIGHTLY LUMINESCENT!



THE TENTH INSIGHT by James Redfield coincidentally appeared in my favorite thrift just before Our
Lady gave her annual message.  e synchronicity intrigued me, having written the first Nine Insights
found in e Celestine Prophecy in sync with Our Lady’s ongoing messages (cards 38–42).  Part I is
abridged from chapters 1–2.  Will Our Lady’s ongoing messages be in sync with the rest of the book? 

IMAGING THE PATH: In a valley in the Appalachian mountains Mr. Redfield was searching
for his friend Charlene Billings, who had been in Peru with him, where they discovered the
first Nine Insights.  Charlene was missing and her co-worker contacted Redfield and faxed him
a map she left leading to the valley.  In town he met a Native American, David Lone Eagle,
who said he had heard others talking of her and that she probably went to Sipsey Canyon,
where one of the dimensional openings is found, many people were being synchronistically led
by their intuitions to go there, looking for the Tenth Insight.  David explained: “e Tenth
Insight is about perceiving mysterious coincidences and the growing spiritual consciousness
from the higher perspective of the Afterlife dimension, so that we can understand why this
transformation is happening and participate (serve) more fully with the plan.” 

As David spoke a clear image of him in another time came to Redfield’s mind’s eye.  He
saw him in the 19th century in a circle with other Native Americans and a white woman and
man.  David and the group wanted war after so much teachery; but the white woman pleaded:
“War can be avoided and the valley protected if the spiritual medicine is great enough!”

FOLLOW YOUR INTUITIONS:  GAZE (IMAGE) AND LISTEN INTERNALLY TO WALK WITH GOD As David packed up his campsite, Redfield wanted to go with him, but he said, “Each person
must experience the valley alone.  You can find your friend if you elevate your energy to a higher
level.  ere are specific locations in the valley that can help you, where you can discover the
perspective of the Tenth Insight.  But to find these places you must understand the true nature
of your intuitions and how to maintain these mental images.  Also watch for animals and you’ll
begin to remember what you are doing here and why we’re all here together.  Beware, something
strange is going on, people are hearing strange noises in the valley, a disturbing dissonant hum
of some kind.  Listen, don’t let anyone see you enter the forest!”  

By the stealth of night Redfield began his journey into the valley alone.  In the morning he
began to review the Seventh Insight:  Synchronicity follows a certain structure.  First, we must
work to clear our hearts of past dramas. en we can begin to identify certain questions that
define our particular life situation, how we should proceed in our path.  If we remain prayerful
and aware, intuitions will provide impressions of where to go, what to do, with whom to speak
in order to pursue an answer.  A coincidence is suppose to occur, revealing the reason we were
urged to follow such a course, providing new information to lead us forward” (card 40).

As he began to concentrate on listening, he could hear the disturbing low dissonant hum.  A
picture rose in his mind:  he was gazing at a crystal-clear pool of water with tiers of waterfalls.
By following his intuitions and watching the paths of animals, he was led to the pool and falls.  

MARY STATES: “IT IS FALSE TO TEACH WE ARE REBORN MANY TIMES AND PASS TO DIFFERENT BODIES.
ONE IS BORN ONLY ONCE (MED. 7/24/82).  INTUITIVE THOUGHT: MARY STATES:  “THERE ARE MANY
SOULS IN PURGATORY.  THERE ARE ALSO PERSONS WHO HAVE BEEN CONSECRATED TO GOD, SOME PRIESTS,
SOME RELIGIOUS” (MED. 7/21/82).  PERHAPS GOD ALSO PERMITS SPECIAL GROUPS OF CONSECRATED
PEOPLE TO RE-ENTER EARTH.  HE PROMISED TO RE-SEND ELIJAH.  ZECHARIAH PROPHESIED THE BIRTH
VISION OF HIS SON JOHN THE BAPTIST AS FULFILLING THIS, AND SO DID JESUS (MAL. 4; LK. 1; MT. 17).

REVIEWING THE JOURNEY OF YOUR LIFE: After resting he opened his eyes and his friend Wil
was suddenly there, appearing slightly luminescent!  ey had met in Peru.  Redfield told him
about Charlene, David, and the Tenth Insight, and how he was seeing images of historical times
and visions of this pool and falls.  Wil asked, “Where were you in the scene with the pool?”  “I
was walking up and seeing it.”  “en it was a scene of a potential future.  In the first Nine 
Insights one experiences intuitions as gut feelings or vague hunches.  Here in the valley the
same thing is happening.  When you received a mental image of the pool, a potential event, by
living it out you brought on the coincidence of discovering the location.  If you had shrugged
off the image, you would have missed the synchronicity and your life would have stayed flat. 

“Let me tell you about my experience in the Afterlife Dimension.  I discovered I could will
myself anywhere by imaging a destination in my mind.  By imaging a blank field, I could travel
off the planet into a place of pure ideas and could create anything by imaging it.  It seemed real
but it wasn’t fulfilling, I wasn’t maintaining my inner connection.  So I focused within again,
looking for a higher connection, trusting in the divine energy, it elevated my vibration and I
began to receive intuitions again.  I saw your image then traveled around until I found you here.

David continued, “My ancestors believed this forest was a sacred site midway between the
upper world and the middle world here on earth.  My people would fast and enter the valley
on vision quests, looking for their specific gifts, their medicine, the path they should walk in
this life.  ey were taught to search for a state of purification. A shaman taught them to
leave from this spot with only a knife and walk until the animals provided a sign and then
follow until they reached the sacred openings into the upper world.  If they cleared their lower
emotions, they might be allowed to enter the openings and meet directly with the ancestors,
where they could remember their Birth Vision (divinely ordained life plan) and the World 
Vision (divinely ordained world plan). But all this ended when the white man came and now
no one can remember how to do it.  We have to figure it out like everyone else and all I seem
to be doing is this penance of forgiveness (asking for love and mercy). Every time I try to move
forward, a part of me can’t get past the resentment, the rage, at what happened to my people.
How could it happen that our land was stolen and our way of life destroyed?  Why would that
be allowed?  ere is a rage that comes when I think of this valley being misused.
KING DAVID WAS CONSECRATED BY GOD AND REMEMBERED HE HAD A BIRTH VISION: “WHEN I WAS
WOVEN IN THE DEPTHS OF THE EARTH, YOUR EYES SAW MY BODY FORMED. ALL THE DAYS ORDAINED FOR
ME WERE WRITTEN IN YOUR BOOK BEFORE ONE OF THEM CAME TO BE (1 SAM. 16; PS. 139: 15–16).

“Half of the valley is protected by National Forest, but now the politicians threatened to sell
it or allow development.  For a long time the other half was owned individually, but now there’s
a foreign-registered corporation trying to buy it up.  Our way of life was important.  We were
learning the value of remembering. is was the great message the Europeans could have 
received from my people if they had stopped to listen.”

THE EVANGELIST PHILIP WAS A CONSECRATED PERSON, A MEMBER OF A GROUP OF SEVEN.  AN ANGEL
TOLD HIM TO TRAVEL A CERTAIN ROAD WHERE HE MET A EUNUCH, AN OFFICIAL OF THE QUEEN OF ETHIOPIA.
INTERNALLY, THE SPIRIT INSTRUCTED PHILIP TO MINISTER BAPTISM TO HIM.  “WHEN THEY CAME OUT OF
THE WATER, THE SPIRIT OF THE LORD SUDDENLY TOOK PHILIP AWAY AND THE EUNUCH DID NOT SEE HIM
AGAIN.  PHILIP, HOWEVER, APPEARED AT AZOTUS, SLIGHTLY LUMINESCENT!” (ACTS 21: 8; 26–40).

“As I maintained your image, I began to move into the Afterlife and could see groups of souls
and pick up on their thoughts.  e Tenth Insight exist only in the Afterlife.  Like all divinely
inspired scriptures, only when enough people sense it intuitively can it become real enough for
someone to write it down. is insight shows the reality of Earth’s spiritual transformation
from both the Earthly and Afterlife dimension—why we are uniting the dimensions and
must fulfill this historical purpose. At the same time this spiritual World View is emerging,
a reactive polarization is rising up in Fearful opposition, seeking to control the future with
new technologies, more dangerous than nuclear.  e Tenth Insight resolves this polarization.”

CH. 1

CH. 2


